2018 REPORT

CP DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION

About this report
This report offers insight into diversity and inclusion initiatives at Canadian Pacific
(CP) and is intended as a resource for all stakeholders interested in CP’s commitment
to a diverse corporate culture and workforce. This document covers information
on a number of diversity and inclusion programs, metrics and activities relating
to CP’s operations across Canada and the United States (U.S.), from January 1 to
December 31, 2018.

Forward-looking information
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This report contains certain forward-looking information within the meaning of
applicable securities laws relating to, but not limited to, CP operations, priorities and
plans, business prospects, hiring practices, employment programs and strategies.
This forward-looking information also includes, but is not limited to, statements
concerning expectations, beliefs, plans, goals, objectives, assumptions and
statements about possible future events, conditions and results of operations or
performance. Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking information
as actual results may differ materially. Forward-looking information is not a
guarantee of future performance. By its nature, CP’s forward-looking information
involves numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking information, including but
not limited to the following factors: changes in business strategies; general North
American and global economic, credit and business conditions; changes in laws and
regulations and labour disputes. The foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. These
and other factors are detailed from time to time in reports filed by CP with securities
regulators in Canada and the U.S. Except as required by law, CP undertakes no
obligation to update publicly or otherwise revise any forward-looking information,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Who we are

At CP, we share a commitment to strive for excellence and deliver the best service
with the lowest cost basis, creating value for our customers, shareholders and
employees alike. Our transformation since 2012 is the result of our people working
collaboratively and driving change collectively.
We celebrate diversity, inclusion and engagement by leveraging the knowledge,
unique backgrounds and individual life experiences of nearly 13,000 employees. We
encourage innovation, creative thinking and an entrepreneurial culture, inspiring our
people to redefine what best means every day.

Our purpose
Founded in 1881 to connect Canada, today we deliver transportation solutions that
connect North America and the world. By doing this safely and efficiently, we create
long-term sustainable value for our shareholders and the broader economy.

Our culture
We are an operating company with a team of dedicated, professional, communityminded railroaders, providing superior service for our customers, by doing what we
say we are going to do.
CP’s culture is guided by three core values: accountability, diversity and pride. These
values, which we formalized in 2019, drive our actions, foster respect and inspire our
journey towards excellence.
Our people drive our growth; our culture is the engine.

Our strategy
We are grounded in the foundations of precision scheduled railroading. We operate
safely, optimize assets, control costs, provide service and develop people. These are
the foundations that have led CP’s turnaround from 2012 to today – taking us from
industry laggard to industry leader.
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From our multi-year strategic business plans, to our daily operations, to our sales
and marketing playbooks, everything we do is driven by, and tested against, our
purpose, our values and the foundations of precision scheduled railroading.
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We encourage innovation,
creative thinking and an
entrepreneurial culture,
inspiring our people to redefine
what best means every day.
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Our values

drive our actions, foster
respect and inspire
our journey towards
excellence.
Accountability
Diversity
Pride

How we work
Our operating model is grounded
in the foundations of precision
scheduled railroading, a simple
yet powerful blueprint that works
in conjunction with our culture
and values.
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Provide service
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Control costs
Optimize assets
Operate safely
Develop people

I believe diversity and inclusion go hand in
hand. Diversity recognizes our individual
uniqueness and differences, but it is
inclusion that encourages us to contribute
fully and effectively while being valued
and respected for our ideas and opinions.
Innovation follows when we promote an
inclusive culture and value a diversity of
ideas. Our leadership has demonstrated a
will to promote diversity and inclusion. We
are on the right track and I feel proud to
serve this organization.

Whether I’m out doing a rail safety
presentation, or I’m assisting another
police department on an arrest warrant
or on a traffic stop, CP has allowed
me to do everything. Not only my
professional side that I like, in serving;
they also allow me to do the things I
love outside of work.
Jesus Ramos
Special Agent, CP Police Service
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Sakina Ali
Manager Marketing and Pricing Intermodal
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Diversity and
inclusion at CP

Two thousand eighteen was a milestone year for CP by nearly every performance
measure. We delivered record-setting results both financially and operationally,
and continued to be a safety leader for the 13th consecutive year among Class 1
railroads, with the lowest Federal Railroad Administration reportable train accident
frequency. Our people drove these achievements.
While we are moving in the right direction, we recognize the need to do more as
an organization to achieve our desired diversity and inclusion outcomes. We are
working on programs and opportunities to ensure we are attracting, retaining and
developing the best people and skill sets for CP.
In 2018, we further defined what diversity and inclusion means at CP and created a
strategy focused on leader accountability, and fostered respect and inclusion at all
levels of the organization. Working collaboratively with our employees, communities
along our network and with partner organizations in Canada and the U.S., we
continued to progress and support CP’s commitment towards a more representative
and inclusive workplace. Initiatives included:
•	Continuing our existing partnerships with associations and organizations
that attract, recruit and support skilled immigrants, transitioning veterans,
women and persons with disabilities.
•	Collaborating with Indigenous1 groups to better understand their cultures and
develop more meaningful relationships.
•	Working with Indigenous-based organizations to create targeted outreach
initiatives, career development programs and employment opportunities.
•

Supporting the development and advancement of women and veterans at CP.

•	Continuing to position CP as a military-friendly employer in Canada and the
U.S. and increasing our veteran recruitment and hiring efforts.
•	Increasing employee awareness regarding diversity and inclusion practices in
the workplace through communications, education and training.
Indigenous is a term used to encompass a variety of Aboriginal groups. It is most frequently used in an international,
transnational or global context. CP uses the term Indigenous Peoples as a standard across the organization in Canada and
the U.S., unless otherwise indicated. For more information on terminology as it relates to Indigenous Peoples in Canada,
please visit the University of British Columbia’s First Nations and Indigenous Studies Program Indigenous Foundations
information page.
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We are working on programs
and opportunities to ensure
we are attracting, retaining
and developing the best
people and skill sets for CP.

TOP RIGHT: CP management toured the Sagkeeng First Nation
Reserve outside of Winnipeg and shared their experiences and
advice on careers with the railway.
LEFT: CP attends the 2018 League of Railway Women
annual conference.
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In 2018, we further defined
what diversity and inclusion
means at CP and created a
strategy focused on leader
accountability and fostering
respect and inclusion at all
levels of the organization.
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Engaging our leaders
At CP, we follow the philosophy of leading by example. This work begins with those
in positions of leadership. Support for our diversity and inclusion vision is woven
into our corporate processes and fully endorsed by our executive team and Board
of Directors. As of December 31, 2018, CP’s Board of Directors has six men and four
women. As of July 15, 2019, CP’s Board consists of six men and five women2.

We are a founding member of the Canadian Board Diversity Council, an organization
dedicated to advancing diversity on Canadian boards, and a member of the
30% Club, a leading international organization focused on developing a diverse
pool of talent for all businesses. Members of the 30% Club commit to better gender
balance at all levels of their organizations.
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CP’s executive team receives quarterly progress reports on the company’s efforts
to increase diversity and inclusion in the workplace, while the Board receives these
updates twice a year.
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In December 2018, Andrew F. Reardon announced his retirement from CP’s Board
as of May 7, 2019. Mr. Reardon was a board director since May 1, 2013, and Chair
of the Board since July 20, 2015. Isabelle Courville, a Board director since 2013,
became Chair of the Board May 7, 2019, making history as the first-ever woman at
CP and the first-ever woman across all Class 1 freight railroads in North America to
hold this position.
Under Ms. Courville’s leadership, CP will continue to refine its diversity and inclusion
strategies to better respond to the challenges of our changing workforce.

2

Andrew F. Reardon and Isabelle Courville at
CP’s 2019 annual meeting of shareholders.

“I congratulate Isabelle on
becoming Chair of the Board
and on making history as
the first woman to hold this
position, not only for CP
but across the Class 1s in
North America. As part of an
organization whose values
hinge on pride and diversity,
I’m extremely proud to serve
on this diverse Board with
these distinguished
business leaders.”
Keith Creel
President and Chief Executive Officer

F or more details on the Board’s composition in 2018, please see the 2019 Management Proxy Circular. For more details on CP’s current Board of Directors, please see our
Board of Directors page on cpr.ca.

12,770

Workforce
profile

TOTAL EMPLOYEES
3

We pride ourselves on offering a diverse workplace with a
variety of careers in both our corporate and field locations. We
recruit and hire talent based on relevant skills and experience,
and seek to attract the highest quality candidates regardless of
gender, age, cultural heritage or ethnic origin.
One of our primary objectives is recruiting, retaining and
developing a workforce representative of the communities in
which we operate. This is also an important goal for the unions
representing our employees.

Numbers are represented as at Dec. 31, 2018.

AGE
<29
>60

4.3%

IN 2018, WE HIRED

42.5%
0.7%

6.8%
15.8%

GENDER

EMPLOYMENT TYPE

90.4% Male
9.6% Female

79.6% Union
20.4% Non-Union

EMPLOYEES PER REGION
Canada
78.6%

U.S.
21.4%

EMPLOYMENT TYPE
75.3%
24.7%

UNION
NON-UNION

EMPLOYEES PER REGION

77.9% 22.1%
CANADA

U.S.
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AGE

34.2%

23.7%

90.5% MALE
9.5% FEMALE

NEW EMPLOYEES

30-39
40-49
50-59
>60

40-49

24.7%

GENDER

2,402

<29

30-39

29.4%
17.9%

50-59

42.5%
34.2%
15.8%
6.8%
0.7%
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Employment
equity in Canada
and the U.S.
Canada
As a company that operates in Canada and the U.S., CP must
comply with several regulatory requirements to ensure proper
workforce representation of various groups identified under
federal law.
In Canada, we not only meet, but strive to exceed the Employment
Equity Act ‘s (EEA) requirements to attain a representative
workforce that includes the four designated groups identified
by the act: women, Aboriginal Peoples4, visible minorities and
persons with disabilities.
CP’s long-term employment equity goals are calculated in
conjunction with the Canadian government’s Workplace Equity
Information Management System (WEIMS).
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CP has continued to increase the percentage of women it
employs in Canada over the last three years. We believe working
with external organizations such as the League of Railway
Women, and the formation of internal programs such as our CP
Women’s Meet and Greet events, will assist in continuing this
trend. To learn more about CP’s diversity and inclusion initiatives
to support and celebrate women in the railway industry, see
page 15 of this report.
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For the purposes of reporting under the EEA requirements, CP uses the term Aboriginal Peoples to
identify Indigenous employees, as specified under the act.

4

United States

CP works in conjunction with the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs and EEOC regulations to establish yearly
diversity representation goals.
In the U.S. diversity goals are determined yearly based on CP’s
departmental hiring needs, workforce representation and the
geographical area of recruitment CP is targeting to hire from, for
a particular location5.
In addition, diversity goals are only required for two of the four
designated groups: women and minorities; and only in locations with
50 or more employees, where these groups are under-represented.

In the context of this report, the term location is used in reference to the physical location(s) of CP’s
operations in the U.S.

5

In 2018, we identified 11 locations on our U.S. network that under
EEOC criteria required set diversity goals for women and minorities.
We established targets to increase representation in all of these
locations by year-end, resulting in:
•	CP meeting our diversity hiring goals for women and minorities
in six of the 11 locations.
•	CP surpassing our diversity hiring goals for women and
minorities in three of the 11 locations.
•	CP did not meet our diversity hiring goals for women and
minorities in two of the 11 locations; however, we are working
towards meeting these targets by year-end 2019.
A highlight from 2018 was the noticeable improvement in
representation of protected veterans. CP’s Veterans Club, founded
in 2018, was created with a goal to help veteran employees feel
supported and find community after starting a career with the
railway. Read more about this initiative on page 21 of this report.
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In the U.S., CP’s representation goals are governed by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) laws and regulations
to attain a representative workforce that includes women, minorities,
individuals with disabilities and protected veterans as the four
designated groups identified under the law.
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Diversity
initiatives at CP
Throughout 2018, we executed various initiatives to support
diversity and inclusion among our workforce in Canada and
the U.S., and within the designated groups identified by the
EEA and the EEOC.
Programs and activities focused on increasing employee
engagement by providing a better understanding of
diversity and inclusion practices at CP, through increased
communications, consultation and education.
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We also made progress on refining our strategies regarding
attracting, developing and retaining talent across all
designated diversity groups, to ensure future growth and
business success.
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Women

•	Extending our corporate membership and support of the
Women’s Executive Network (WXN), an organization
dedicated to the advancement and recognition of women in
management, executive, professional and board roles. With
more than 25,000 members, WXN offers numerous events
annually, including networking, mentoring and professional
and personal development opportunities.
•	Becoming a member of the League of Railway Women
(LRW), an organization dedicated to advancing women in
the railway industry. In December 2018, CP expanded its
LRW corporate membership to all female employees across
the organization. Benefits include access to networking
events, receptions and various other programs; access to
webinars on a variety of rail-related topics; eligibility for
nominations to volunteer for leadership openings; access
to the LRW scholarship program; access to coaching and
mentoring opportunities; and subscription to the LRW
member newsletter.

•	Creating and launching CP Women’s Meet and Greet events to
support women connecting with one another and learning about
each other, across our business.
•	Inaugurating the CP Women’s Leadership Summit in partnership
with Golf Canada. The event was hosted during the CP Women’s
Open golf tournament in Regina, and featured four-time Olympic
Gold Medalist Hayley Wickenheiser as the keynote speaker.
An all-female panel also discussed subjects related to various
challenges women face in the workplace. The panel included
Shannon Cole, Senior Director Brand Marketing, RBC, Lesley
Hawkins, General Manager adidas Golf Canada, Joan Hardy,
Vice-President Sales & Marketing, Grain and Fertilizer, CP;
and renowned cardiologist Dr. Andrea Lavoie. Topics ranged
from breaking the glass ceiling, to professional advancement
opportunities in male-dominated industries, to supporting other
women achieve success in the workplace. Approximately 220
women, including CP employees and business and community
leaders in Regina attended the event.

LEFT: Panel presenters at the 2018 CP Women’s Leadership Summit.
L-R: Evanka Osmak, Sportsnet news anchor; Joan Hardy, VP Sales
& Marketing, Grain and Fertilizer, CP; Dr. Andrea Lavoie; Lesley
Hawkins, General Manager adidas Golf Canada; Lorie Kane, LPGA
champion and CP ambassador; Shannon Cole, Senior Director Brand
Marketing, RBC.
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In 2018, CP continued to support the advancement of women
within the organization through several programs and initiatives,
focused on providing female employees with resources regarding
career planning and development, including:
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In the spotlight:
CP Women’s Meet and Greet events
Conceived by CP employee Maeghan Albiston, Assistant
Vice-President Investor Relations and Pensions, the firstever CP Women’s Meet and Greet event took place in May
2018 in Calgary. The session featured three of CP’s female
Board members as guest speakers: Isabelle Courville, Rebecca
MacDonald and Jane Peverett.
Topics discussed included some of the challenges women face
working in male-dominated industries, career advice, personal
and professional growth stories and tips for improving worklife balance. Conducted in a panel format and followed by an
interactive question and answer session, audience members were
able to connect with CP’s top female leaders, ask candid questions
and share their professional experiences with one another in an
open and collaborative environment.
Attended by approximately 70 CP female employees, the event
was an instant success based on audience feedback.
CP hosted a second session in November in Winnipeg, drawing
an audience of approximately 70 female employees from across
various departments of CP’s Winnipeg offices and yards.
The event featured three of CP’s senior female leaders in Winnipeg
on its panel: Pam Arpin, Assistant Vice-President Customer &
Corporate Services; Joan Hardy, Vice-President Sales & Marketing,
Grain and Fertilizer; and Pat Remillard, General Manager Operations
Central Region, as well as CP Board member Jane Peverett.
Three Unifor women’s advocates joined the Winnipeg meeting to
highlight their work within CP’s Mechanical team on supporting
women in non-typical occupations. The advocates provided
resources and education to help women effectively deal with
challenging workplace situations such as harassment, violence and
inclusion, so individuals are prepared, informed and have the right
tools to meet their full potential and advance within the company.
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Currently known as CP Women’s Meet and Greet events, CP
continues to host these meetings across our network.
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“These events demonstrate that our top
leaders are serious about recognizing
and providing support for diversity in our
workforce. We were able to highlight
strong female leaders in a wide variety
of professional capacities; leaders that
hold themselves accountable for their
own work outcomes, and who have
found ways to balance personal life
demands with a successful career.”
Pat Remillard
General Manager Operations Central Region

Indigenous Peoples
CP’s approach to Indigenous relations acknowledges and respects the
history and diversity of Indigenous Peoples in Canada and the U.S.
We strive to build mutually beneficial relationships by working
closely with Indigenous community leaders, local government
bodies and Indigenous-based organizations to support meaningful
dialogue and opportunities for economic growth and development,
employment and training programs.
In 2018, we continued to demonstrate our commitment in
these areas through targeted recruitment initiatives, corporate
sponsorships and attendance at various Indigenous-related events,
including:
•	Sponsoring and attending the Atamiskakewak National
Gathering 2018 in Moose Jaw, Sask. The event brought together
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people from across Canada
to inform and educate regarding the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’s 94 Calls to Action.
•	Becoming a Patron Member of the Canadian Council for
Aboriginal Business and a Committed Member of the Council’s
Progressive Aboriginal Relations (PAR) program. PAR is a tiered
certification program that provides Indigenous communities with
assurance that its member companies are good business partners,
Indigenous-friendly employers and committed to prosperity in
Indigenous communities. Annually, a jury composed of Indigenous
business people and an independent third party assess a member
company’s performance and tier designation.

•	Continuing our relationship with Siksika Employment &
Training Services and the Centre for Aboriginal Human
Resource Development Inc. staffing solutions services, in
support of CP’s Mechanical Indigenous Recruitment Program.
The program facilitates the hiring of Indigenous applicants
into CP unionized railcar mechanic apprentice positions.
In 2018, CP hired seven people under the program.
•	
AMIK® Indigenous Workforce Engagement & Training services
hosted CP management on a tour of the Sagkeeng First
Nation Reserve outside of Winnipeg. The visit sought to
build relationships with the community, raise awareness of
the railway as a prospective employer and inform potential
applicants of the necessary educational requirements. CP’s
recruitment team also participated in the Sagkeeng First
Nation Reserve’s local job fair.
•	Sponsoring the 25th annual Council for the Advancement of
Native Development Officers (Cando) Conference National Youth
Panel, near Edmonton, as part of CP’s recruitment efforts in the
area.
•	Working together with the British Columbia Institute of
Technology and the Aboriginal Skills Employment and Training
Strategy employment office in Ashcroft, B.C., to develop and
execute a four-week initiative. Potential Indigenous applicants
learned about careers in the railway and toured CP’s Ashcroft
and Port Coquitlam rail yards. The activity is part of CP’s broader
diversity hiring strategy and seeks to recruit and prepare a
future Indigenous cohort of qualified applicants to work in
the railway industry.
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Ashcroft, B.C. Aboriginal Skills and Employment Training Strategy group learning
about CP’s equipment and protocols.
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In the spotlight:
CP’s Indigenous Mechanical Recruitment Program
In 2017, the CP and Unifor Joint National Employment Equity
and Human Rights Committee reviewed CP’s mechanical
workforce, identifying under-representation of Indigenous
employees in railcar mechanic positions.
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As with any safety-sensitive role at CP, those working as a railcar
mechanic must meet specific requirements, such as proof of
completion of a high school diploma or a General Equivalency
Diploma (GED).
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Recognizing that not all potential Indigenous candidates meet
these requirements due to various economic and social barriers,
CP created the Mechanical Indigenous Recruitment Program
later that year as a pilot initiative, seeking to facilitate the
acquisition of a GED for applicants meeting all other hiring
requirements.

The program’s goal was to hire a cohort of five successful
applicants as railcar mechanic apprentices, where upcoming
openings and attrition allowed. CP engaged the Centre for
Aboriginal Human Resource Development Inc. workforce
solutions service in Winnipeg and Siksika Employment & Training
Services in Alberta to source potential candidates.
In January 2018, the pilot program achieved its goals by hiring
five Indigenous candidates in the following positions: three railcar
apprentices in Winnipeg, with a high school diploma or a GED;
and two railcar apprentices in Calgary, seeking to obtain a GED.
Both CP management and Unifor Joint National Employment
Equity and Human Rights Committee representatives were
involved in the employee onboarding process and continued to
provide coaching and follow-up support as necessary.

A growing ongoing initiative, CP considers the program a
success based on the following achievements and learnings:
•	CP and Unifor Joint National Employment Equity and
Human Rights Committee collectively raised awareness
of CP employment opportunities within two Indigenous
communities, building positive relationships and
partnerships in the process.
•	By the end of 2018, CP hired seven Indigenous
apprentices in railcar mechanic positions.

•	CP is planning to expand the program in 2019, to
recruit Indigenous candidates for our locomotive
department. We are targeting Lethbridge, Alta. as the
main area of recruitment for this next stage.

CP employees’ Indigenous awareness
and education
In addition to online learning and training resources,
we offer a wide variety of in-person educational training
workshops, lunch and learn sessions, seminars and courses
throughout the year, to aid in the development of our
leaders and employees.
In 2018, we hosted two workshops facilitated by third
party Indigenous expert consultants, providing crosscultural Indigenous awareness training for CP employees.
The sessions sought to improve awareness and promote
understanding of Indigenous history, culture, norms and
behaviours in the workplace.
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We strive to build mutually beneficial
relationships by working closely with
Indigenous community leaders, local
government bodies and Indigenous-based
organizations to support meaningful
dialogue and opportunities for economic
growth and development, employment,
and training programs.

•	CP identified a future need to modify certain processes
to better address various challenges faced by Indigenous
participants, including increased support through
coaching and mentoring and a higher level of educational
requirement for acceptance into the program.
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Military veterans
CP works closely with the Canadian and U.S. military to
provide employment opportunities for veterans upon
their completion of service. Veterans are ideal candidates
for the railway due to their diverse training, transferable
leadership skills and experience working in adverse
weather environments.
Through programs and partnerships with organizations
like Prospect Human Services, the BaseToBusiness
program, Lord Strathcona’s Horse (Royal Canadians)
Regimental Society and Army PaYS, we seek to recruit,
hire and retain transitioning veterans.
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In 2018, we further increased our veteran recruitment
outreach and hiring, while internally we continued to
progress our veteran-focused programs and career
development initiatives. Our efforts and successes in this
area resulted in CP being recognized for the second year
in a row with the Military Friendly Employer designation,
by VIQTORY, publisher of G.I. Jobs magazine.
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CP employee and military veteran
James Laney, Assistant Trainmaster

Military veterans’ program outreach activities and achievements included:
•

 iring an army veteran for the role of Manager Military Relations, to support CP’s
H
ongoing military outreach and retention strategies. This role is largely responsible
for increasing CP’s visibility at military career fairs; creating awareness about CP as
a military-friendly employer through CP-sponsored events like Spin for a Veteran;
conducting informational presentations at Canadian and U.S. military bases; and
acting as a point of contact and support for veteran employees within CP.

•	Attending more than 20 military recruitment events in Canada and the U.S. and
hiring nearly 200 veterans.
•	Implementing and executing social media hiring campaigns targeted at various
Canadian and U.S. military bases. The campaigns ran between July and October
2018, generating approximately 400,000 impressions per month (200,000 per
country) in Canada and the U.S.
•	Promoting CP’s veteran recruitment program in the U.S. through a televised
segment on Lifetime. The five-minute segment aired nationally on two occasions,
on the network’s Military Makeover show, with a potential reach of 100 million
viewers. Filmed in Chicago, the segment features interviews with CP employees
and veterans, including President and CEO Keith Creel, who served as a
commissioned officer in the U.S. Army during the Persian Gulf War in Saudi Arabia.
•	Continuing to promote CP as a military-friendly employer of choice through
engagement and networking opportunities with various military personnel in
Canada and the U.S. who oversee transitioning veterans.

CP employee and veteran
Antonio Esposito, Conductor

Veteran career planning and development

Front-line management positions include:
•	Operations train & engine: trainmasters, assistant trainmasters and road foremen
•

Engineering track: supervisors and production supervisors

•	Engineering signals & communications: maintenance supervisors and managers;
construction supervisors and managers
•

Mechanical locomotive: supervisors and managers

•

Mechanical car: supervisors and managers

Veterans who express interest in these programs are interviewed and assessed for
suitability based on their transferable skills and qualifications. Successful candidates
learn the specifics of their role by engaging in classroom and on-the-job training.
Part of their preparation also includes spending time within other CP departments to
ensure they develop a good understanding of the company and railroading industry
as a whole, for a seamless transition into their new role upon graduation.

CP Veterans Social Club
Established in 2018, the CP Veterans
Social Club is part of our veteran
retention strategy. Its purpose is to
facilitate connections between veterans
across our network, in Canada and the
U.S., so they can better assist one another
with moral support and professional
advice. The club also assigns mentors for
all new-hire veterans to help with their
transitionary period from the military and
through CP’s onboarding process.
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To assist veteran employees with a successful transition into railroading, in 2018 we
created five separate military management trainee programs. Depending on rolespecific requirements, programs run 11 to 16 weeks in duration and teach the critical
skills needed to perform in a front-line management position at the railway.
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In the spotlight:
Spin for a Veteran
The second annual Spin for a Veteran event took place June 29
and 30, 2018 in Calgary. Hosted at our Ogden head office, the
24-hour spin bike marathon involved 18 teams composed of CP
employees and Calgary-area organizations, including the Calgary
Police Service, Calgary Fire Department, ATCO and the British
Army Training Unit Suffield, the competition champions.
Spin for a Veteran began in 2017, when CP employee
Rory Thompson approached the Calgary-based Homes For
Heroes Foundation, looking to support their mission to end
homelessness among Canadian veterans.
A former British Army veteran and avid fitness enthusiast, Rory
came up with the idea of racing stationary spin bikes to raise
funds in support of the foundation’s veteran reintegration
program. The program provides homes, a community of peers, a
support structure designed to meet individual needs and a sense
of place and belonging for veterans, with the ultimate goal of
ensuring their successful transition back into civilian life.
From inception, Spin for a Veteran quickly gained support and
momentum with CP leadership and employees, as well as with
various organizations in the Calgary area who welcomed the
opportunity to participate in the spin competition and raise
funds towards the worthwhile cause.
In 2018, Spin for a Veteran helped raise approximately $226,300
towards building homes in Calgary’s veterans community and
more than $76,300 in 2017 towards the start-up of the veteran
reintegration program.
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The event garnered the attention of several local media outlets
such as the Calgary Herald, Global TV Calgary and CBC Radio
Canada, further raising awareness about the Homes For Heroes
Foundation’s veteran reintegration program and the challenges
Canadian veterans face when transitioning back into civilian life.
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S cott MacDonald, Senior Vice-President
Operations (System) and Canadian military veteran
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“CP has a long history of supporting the
military and we are proud to have our
employees rally behind this important
cause. It is an honour and a privilege to
support our Canadian veterans in their
time of need, as they so selflessly stood
on guard for this great country. The
Spin for a Veteran event is a means to
increase support to help combat veteran
homelessness in Calgary.”
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Visible minorities
According to a 2018 Statistics Canada study projecting the labour
force participation rate of Canadians in 2036, visible minorities
could potentially comprise 34 percent (1 in 3 people) of the
workforce. This projection takes into consideration Canada’s future
immigration levels and estimated childbirth rates of already settled
immigrants6.
Similarly, in the U.S., racial and ethnic minorities will continue to
increase their presence in the population and the labour force.
According to 2024 labour force projections by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Hispanics, Blacks, Asians and those belonging to the “all
other groups” category will make up nearly 43 percent of the U.S.
civilian labour force7.
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These changing demographics indicate that our future potential
labour force is also changing. As an organization who values
diversity and inclusion among our pool of candidates, we will
continue our targeted employment outreach and relationship
building with organizations across Canada and the U.S. that
support this mandate.
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We will also continue to encourage our employees to selfidentify as members of a visible minority (if applicable) through
ongoing communications regarding the importance of diversity
representation at CP. Improved self-identification reporting allows
for better future planning in terms of any resources, programs and
initiatives that support the growth and development of visible
minorities within our workforce.
6

In 2018, our efforts included:
•	Hosting four work experiences for professional immigrants
at CP’s Calgary, head office, through CP’s Immigrant Work
Experience Program. One of the four work experiences
resulted in a short-term hire position.
•	Broadening recruitment efforts through continued
partnerships with organizations such as EquiTek, Aboriginal
Link, Canadian Aboriginal Human Resource Development,
immigrant-serving organizations and Prospect Human
Services Forces@Work program to include a more diverse
applicant pool.
•	Relationship building with new organizations, such as
sponsoring and attending the 2018 Nigerian Canadian
Association of Calgary Gala Night, in support of CP Nigerian
employees.
•	Continuing to encourage employees to self-identify as members
of a visible minority through various interactions, such as
diversity educational workshops, internal communications
channels or employee surveys. Self-identification helps improve
the accuracy of diversity reporting among the four designated
groups and facilitates the development of better programs and
resources for these employees.

Martel, L. (2019, March 20), The labour force in Canada and its regions: Projections to 2036. Retrieved from: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/75-006-x/2019001/article/00004-eng.htm
Bureau of Labor Statistics (December 2015), Labor force projections to 2024: the labor force is growing, but slowly.
Retrieved from: https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2015/article/labor-force-projections-to-2024.htm
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As an organization who values
diversity and inclusion among our
pool of candidates, we will continue
our targeted employment outreach
and relationship building with
organizations across Canada and
the U.S. that support this mandate.

LEFT: CP employees attending the 2018 Nigerian Canadian Association of
Calgary Gala Night.
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TOP RIGHT: CP employees attend the YWCA Canadian Employment Skills
Program’s alumni celebration in Calgary, to commemorate the initiative
closing its doors in January 2018. The program worked in conjunction with
CP’s Immigrant Work Experience Program for many years.
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Persons with disabilities
CP prides itself on providing an inclusive workplace for all our
employees, including persons with disabilities. This means
processes, programs and services to accommodate disabled
employees, in addition to ensuring access to equal opportunities
for employment.
CP’s Disability Management Team assists employees who have
specific accommodation requirements and provides training
and coaching to managers, on how to best help their employees
access these services.
In 2018, we continued our commitment to support persons with
disabilities by:
•	Accommodating over 250 of our Canadian employees, based
on medical restrictions or disabilities, 18 of whom required
permanent accommodations.
•	Hosted an awareness training session, Disability in the
Work Place - Disability and Awareness Etiquette, aimed
at dismantling myths that create barriers for persons with
disabilities, and at educating CP employees how to connect,
engage and work with these individuals.
•	Continued our partnerships and outreach initiatives
with organizations that support disability recruitment
and education, including Spectra Alternative Solutions,
Calgary Alternative Employment Services and Prospect
Human Services.
•	In 2019, CP’s Diversity and Inclusion Team will
continue to engage employees and provide educational
opportunities regarding mental health awareness and
inclusive manager training.
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 isability education is an important part of our culture at
D
CP. Knowledge gives our employees the ability to better
understand the perspectives of persons with disabilities and
the proper tools to assist in dismantling potential barriers
and biases. CP promotes a respectful and inclusive culture by
acknowledging and fostering the abilities of all individuals.
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RIGHT: In October 2018, CP hosted Cal Schuler and his service dog Sierra
from Spectra Alternative Solutions to learn about barriers faced by people
with disabilities.

CP prides itself on
providing an inclusive
workplace for all our
employees, including
persons with disabilities.

Consultation and collaboration with unions

Through yearly consultation sessions and ongoing collaboration
with union representatives, CP has built strong relationships
that support human rights and diversity within our unionized
workforce. Unions include Unifor Local 101-R, Teamsters Canada
Rail Conference – Maintenance of Way Employees Division (TCRCMWED), TC – Local 1976 of the United Steel Workers (TC-USW),
Teamsters Canada Rail Conference – Rail Canada Traffic Controllers
(TCRC – RCTC), the Canadian Pacific Police Association (CPPA)
and the Canadian Signals and Communications System Council
No.11 of the IBEW International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(IBEW), Teamsters Canada Rail Conference - Locomotive Engineers,
Conductors, Trainpersons and Yardpersons (TCRC – LE & CTY).
In 2018, CP facilitated meetings with Unifor Local 101R, TCRC,
IBEW and TCRC-MWED.

Present at these meetings were union representatives,
CP department managers, diversity and inclusion team
representatives and CP human resources business partners
and recruiters.
The meetings resulted in various action items throughout 2018,
including:
•	Various CP employee educational training sessions, such as
promoting respect and inclusion in the workplace, and best
practices training for CP managers on resolving work-related
human rights issues.
•	Joint outreach initiatives, such as Unifor women’s advocates
representatives participating in Indigenous job fairs, women’s
employment information sessions, and presenting at CP’s
Winnipeg Women’s Meet and Greet event regarding the work
they do around supporting women in non-typical occupations.
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Unionized employees account for more than three-quarters of CP’s
total workforce. As part of identifying and removing barriers to
diversity within our unionized workforce, CP consults with union
representatives to better understand and review potential issues
or challenges.
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Employment
outreach and
recruitment

Employment outreach is an important part of our recruitment
efforts, as we constantly seek talent to support the changing
needs of our business. During the past six years, we built
relationships with more than 100 organizations and groups
across North America that support diversity within their pool
of candidates.
In 2018, our recruitment and diversity and inclusion teams
further built upon these relationships through targeted
outreach, including attendance at diversity hiring fairs,
career-focused event sponsorships, corporate memberships,
and developing and running targeted employment
advertising campaigns through print, social media and radio.
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Some of our 2018 outreach included working with the
following groups and organizations:
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•

Ashcroft Aboriginal Skills Employment and Training

•

America’s Job Exchange

•

EquiTek

•

Indigenous Link

•

JobPostings

•

Prospect Human Services

•

Rupertsland Institute

•

Community Futures Treaty Seven

We constantly seek talent to
support the changing needs of
our business.

Investing in our employees’
training leads to improved
workplace morale and
a more supportive
and inclusive working
environment.

At CP, we encourage all employees to take an active role in their
career planning and development. Training is an important part of
this process as it allows employees to better perform, have a greater
understanding of the responsibilities within their role, keep on top
of changing industry standards, build confidence and drive better
overall organizational performance. Investing in our employees’
training leads to improved workplace morale and a more supportive
and inclusive working environment. It is only through increased
knowledge and awareness that we can continue to develop
a workplace that is diverse, accepting and fair.
CP offers a variety of training, development and certification
programs, including diversity and inclusion-specific training. To set
a standard baseline, all CP new-hires receive e-learning training
on promoting respect and inclusion in the workplace and are
educated on employment equity and duty to accommodate disabled
employees guidelines.
In 2018, 1,875 employees completed CP’s Promoting Respect and
Inclusion e-learning module. Additionally, 835 employees completed
CP’s Respect in the Workplace three-hour classroom training course,
while union representatives and managers received joint training
regarding how to best investigate and resolve human rights and
respect issues in the workplace.

Further complementing our employees’ training and development,
is CP’s strategy to develop future leaders from within. Our
in-house built Consequence Leadership and Coaching Capability
programs are our premier tools in building a solid corporate culture
of accountability and respect. These programs help to develop
employees’ skills in coaching, giving and receiving effective
feedback, asking powerful questions and applying balanced
consequences, both positive and constructive.
We believe investing in our people is integral to fostering a diverse
and open-minded workforce that will sustain CP’s success today and
into the future.
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Employee training
and development
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Contact us
We welcome your feedback.
For any questions or comments in
regards to this report, please contact:
CP Public Affairs and Communications
Email: cpr_communications@cpr.ca
Investor Relations
Email: investor@cpr.ca
Canadian head office
Canadian Pacific
7550 Ogden Dale Road S.E.
Calgary, AB, Canada T2C 4X9
1-888-333-6370

Connect with us:
Facebook.com/Canadian.Pacific
Twitter.com/CanadianPacific
Instagram.com/CanadianPacific
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Linkedin.com/company/
Canadian-Pacific-Railway
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Other contacts:
Community Connect
Have a question or concern? Want to know what it’s
like living near the railway?
Call our 24/7 toll-free bilingual line:
1-800-766-7912
CP Emergency line
Trouble near the tracks? Call our 24/7 Police
Communications Centre line:
1-800-716-9132

